Pipe Fitting Precautions

**CAUTION:** Failure to follow the procedures below could result in fire or loss of life.

The gas fittings in the package require the use of a gas-rated Teflon tape or pipe compound to seal all NPT fittings. Before assembling the fittings, ensure the gas connections are turned OFF and at the gas meter outside the home or business before disconnecting or attaching gas lines to appliances.

**NOTE:** Do not apply Teflon tape or pipe compound to any compression or flared fittings.

After applying the compound or Teflon tape, connect your gas lines and turn gas back ON. Mix 2 teaspoons of dish washing liquid and 1 cup of water. Dip a cloth or rag in the soap solution and swab the solution of the gas fitting. If you see bubbles forming at the thread connection on the fitting, you have a gas leak. Immediately turn OFF the gas source and tighten the gas fitting.

Turn the gas supply back ON and test fittings again. If the solution is still bubbling, turn OFF the gas, disconnect the fitting and check the fitting for dirt, debris or damage. Clean the fitting thoroughly and re-apply gas rated Teflon tape or pipe compound. Repeat the testing process and replace the gas line if the soap solution continues to bubble.